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Dear esteemed members
We hope you have a wonderful day!
I believe all of you have settled well into the year of 2019. Therefore, we would
like to wish a belated Happy New Year and hope we can form new resolutions
and be better than the last one. We also have high hopes here in ACCESS
Blockchain Association (Malaysia).
Of course, we have been very active in Q1/2019 and as usual, this newsletter
aims to provide you with updated information on the developments within the
association.

Organizational Updates
1. Website Revamping Plan
One of our aims this year is to modify our website to look more attractive,
engaging and appealing. Some of the new features include a corporate member
segment where they will be categorized based on business nature. This allows us
to act as a business exchange platform that makes it easier for you to be
discovered by the public on the internet.
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In addition, we will expand the division within the committee by adding a new
list of subcommittees where we introduce knowledgeable individuals behind the
association. Furthermore, we plan to make a donation page on the site for the
public to make voluntary contributions. As you all know, we now have the tools
to effectively process payments both in MYR and BTC (using Open Node).
We expect to take action soon and will report progress in the next edition of the
newsletter. Feel free to check out our website to see the improvement from time
to time. Link here.
2. Internship course
The association is a great platform to provide meaningful exposure to young
university students, and ACCESS MY have recently recruited a high-spirited
intern pursuing a bachelor's degree in business management at Unisel.
Currently, she is in the last semester and works with Sasha (Admin) in managing
the association's operations. Therefore for issues related to membership
assistance, you may contact her through telegram @DianaMishidi or email
nurdiana@access-my.org
3. Membership In ux
We have assembled the most in uential and respected members and at the
moment we have around 112 composed of corporate members,
individual/professional and academia.
4. 9th Committee Meeting

5. 10th Committee Meeting

Development Update Q1 - 2019
1. Update on bank de-risking engagement efforts
As we have highlighted during our previous AGM, the continued de-risking of

startups and individuals within our community by local banks is something the
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association takes seriously. We have aired our grievances through all the
relevant of cial channels, with limited progress. The most signi cant of these is
a joint proposal presented to BSN (a bank wholly-owned by the MOF); which
after months of follow-up, have unfortunately been declined. The next stage of
the ght is to bring greater media attention to the issue, and with the impending
release of approved operators and ICO issuers, we believe the banks will not be
able to ignore this issue for much longer. Refer here.
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2. Interview with Malaysia Business Magazine
We are honored and proud of ACCESS being featured in one of the oldest and
most in uential business magazines in Malaysia known as Malaysia Business
Magazine. Additionally, you can nd us in the February 2019 edition. President,
Mr. Rene has the opportunity to share his thoughts and hopes for future
blockchain ecosystems as well to introduce ACCESS to the media and public.
View here.
3. A consultative session with the Securities Commission of Malaysia (SC)
On the 26th March 2019, members of ACCESS MY and Celebrus Advisory
(corporate member of ACCESS MY) have visited Securities Commission of
Malaysia (SC) to discuss on the matters pertaining to the Public Consultation
Paper (CP) No. 1/2019 for Proposed regulatory framework for the issuance of
digital assets through Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs). Securities Commission of
Malaysia (SC) has issued the Public Consultation Paper on 6 March 2019 and the
public was to submit feedbacks by 29 March 2019. Attendees included Aaron
Ting (Secretary of ACCESS MY), Colbert Low (Vice Secretary of ACCESS MY),
Adam Mashrique (Exco of ACCESS MY), Caleb Lau (Celebrus Advisory) and
Edmund Yong (Celebrus Advisory). Edmund presented CP feedback while Caleb
presented slides on ICO and Security Tokens standards. Refer here
4. Roundtable discussion with Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC)
We are heading towards developing something big in the future, strengthening
the bond between the government bodies and agency are part of the strategy to
reinforce ACCESS in the industry. Recently, we met and held roundtable
discussions with the MDEC's Advisory & Research department on possible future
collaboration and had the opportunity to provide an in-depth overview of
ACCESS.
5. World Blockchain Summit (WBS) Trescon
On 27-29 February 2019 took place at Intercontinental KL, we were invited to
give a talk and also become a partner association with WBS, the world's largest
blockchain summit series. President, Mr. Rene has stepped forward to give a talk
on the topic about real-world applications on blockchain technology. See the full
video here.
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6. Global Blockchain Halal Industry Forum 2019 (GBHIF)
Another great opportunity given to ACCESS is to join as a guest speaker and
partner of a well-known event organized by Penang State itself alongside with
their coorganizer Confexhub, to hold an event known as GBHIF Forum 2019 that
happens annually discussing the halal industry in Blockchain.

7. Malaysia - Asean Entrepreneurs Day 2019 (MAAYE)
On the 5th March 2019, ACCESS MY has participated in Malaysia-Asean
Entrepreneurs Day 2019 as an exhibitor. We team up with Lux Tag at the event.
We greeted and approached people, introduced Access Blockchain Association
(Malaysia) to various sector, and sold the merchandise. Also Faeez was the
moderator and one of our members, Harpreet was the speaker for the session 2:
Identifying Leapfrogging Industries Tomorrow.
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8. Roundtable Discussion on "In the Face of Change, What's Left For Lawyers
To Do?" LH-AG
On December 5th, President Mr. Rene attended the 25th Anniversary of the LHAG rm jointly organized by Hishammuddin Allen & Gledhill (LH-AG) as one of
the largest rms in Malaysia & International Associations of Privacy Professional
(IAPP) is the world's largest information privacy organizations by giving talks
about Blockchain and Governance.

9. Hello Hera Hub
Executive, Sasha has approached the Chief Executive Of cer / Founder of Hello
Hera Malaysia, the rst international coworking and shared of ce space for
women, Ms. Angie to hold further discussions on how we can make future
cooperation between ACCESS and Hello Hera in terms of adding blockchain
programs and part of inclusion work to have satisfactory number of each gender
in our association and also this is to encourage more women to become part of
our community.

10. Cyberjaya Blockchain Developers Meetup (CBDM)
Cyberjaya Blockchain Developers Meetup hosted its 4th Evening Study Group
session on March 13th. Johnson Lai from Coingecko gave a presentation on nonfungible tokens.
The Evening Study Group is held every second Wednesday of the month from 7
to 9 pm. ESG #5 will be on April 10. If you are a developer or technicaly inclined,
join the meetup group here to attend events: Refer here.

11. World Bank-IOSCO Asia Paci c Hub Conference 2019
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Additional Posting - event invitation/articles/industry information
(assigned by members of ACCESS MY)
1. BitcoinMalaysia Events Report – 14 Apr 2019 (By Jason Chew and Colbert
Low)
When Bitcoin price peaked its record high of US$20,000 per Bitcoin in late
December 2017, it took the attention of the entire world. However, even though a
lot more people have heard of Bitcoin since, only very few understand what it is
and why it matters. In 2018, almost 10 out of 10 new people I meet buy Bitcoin
not because they nd it useful. Instead, they are purely speculating for the price
to go up and can’t wait to get rid of it. If something is not useful, then it is
useless.
Hence 2019 is the year BitcoinMalaysia Events aims to spread public awareness
about why Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies matter in the rst place. Last year we
delivered 25 talks and this year we aim to double up and deliver 50 more.
Since 14 April 2019 we have delivered 6 talks around Kuala Lumpur:

9 January 2019 – TusStar Coworking Space, Oasis Ara Damansara

Because of “crypto winter”, we were only expecting less than 20 but we received
40 attendees and 50% were new to crypto. A surprisingly good start.
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30 January 2019 – HELP University, Jalan Semantan, Kuala Lumpur
Attendees: 200 students and faculty members – 90% new to crypto
Collaboration with Harpreet of Blocklime to drive students to their upcoming
2019 developer hackathon and bootcamps.

7 March 2019 – Asia Paci c University (APU), Taman Teknologi Malaysia,
Kuala Lumpur.
Attendees: 60 students – 90% new to crypto.
Call to action: 3 attendees stayed back to install their rst crypto wallet.
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27 March 2019 – Common Ground Bukit Bintang, Menara Worldwide,
Kuala Lumpur
Attendees: 60 public – 50% new to crypto
First collaboration event with Asia Blockchain Review (ABR/IBV) & CoinGecko.
Venue sponsored by Asia Blockchain Review (ABR/IBV).

2 April 2019 – University Malaya
Attendees: 50 law students and faculty members – 100% new to crypto
Call to action: Attendees stayed back to install their rst crypto wallet.
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11 April 2019 – Sandbox Coworking Space, Sri Petaling, Kuala Lumpur.
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Attendees: 25 people – 40% new to crypto

Final Notes:
There are two kinds of crypto events happening around KL. The rst kind tends
to give get-rich-quick promises, which are loud and bad for the ecosystem. The
second kind, although are good events like ETHKL x BUIDL, tend to be too
technical for the general public to understand. That is why we feel
BitcoinMalaysia Events can play a part to create a platform that is safe and
friendly for new people to learn about crypto, - why is it different and why does
it matter.
2. Presentation at Opus Asset Management on topic "Bitcoin: Why it matters,
and where it's going"
One of our corporate members; Vardiz is aiming at improving understanding of
Bitcoin within local corporates, sophisticated investors and professional
services. Opus Asset Management is one of leading asset managers locally and
have gracefully hosted one of our lectures.
3. Speaking Opportunities
We are always thinking about opening more opportunities for engagement by
our members. We are now adequately equipped (with processes and shared
materials) for our regular members to speak and represent ACCESS MY at public
or private events. Please take this opportunity to further enhance your public
speaking skills and gain more recognition by teaching the world about
blockchain and cryptocurrencies.
Anyone interested in becoming a speaker is welcomed to registers. For ACCESS
MY speaking invitation in the future, we will contact all names in our list. Be our
registered speaker and shine with us!
DM us through Telegram @DianaMishidi or @Sasha_Haya or send us an email via
info@access-my.org to submit your Speaking Form.
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https://www.facebook.com/ACCESSmalaysia

info@access-my.org
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